Everything under control.
The launch of the new Speed-TEC family of products.
The turbo system with reduced energy consumption.

Speed-TEC stands for exceptionally cost-effective products. They set themselves apart by virtue of their quick process times. Along with speed, the Speed-TEC family of products also sets new standards in energy consumption. It's the only group of products on the market that's able to dry both at 60°C, 40°C, and at 20°C. Which gives you optimum control. Depending on your volume of business, you're able to choose between quick drying and low energy use.

The Speed-TEC family of products.

 Priomat® Reactive Pretreatment Wipes 4000
 NEW: Permasolid® Speed-TEC HS Wet-on-Wet Surfacer 5550
 Permasolid® Speed-TEC HS Surfacer 5500
 Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480
 Permasolid® Speed-TEC HS Clear Coat 8800

New Label: Now with a Speed-TEC logo and turquoise technology colouring. This shows you what belongs together and provides greater processing reliability.

No system is faster.
With a processing time of just 36 minutes, the Speed-TEC family of products provides the shortest pit-stop time for your finishing jobs.

Unbelievably efficient.
The only product that dries at 40°C and even at 20°C. That saves a lot – up to 70% – in energy costs.

Especially glossy.
Speed-TEC technology also ranks first in performance outcome – thanks to reliable application, excellent spreading properties as well as exceptional clearcoat gloss.

Paint new parts at warp speed.
The new Speed-TEC Wet-on-Wet Surfacer 5550 can be painted over after just 5 minutes flash-off time. This gives truly rapid throughput.

Good for your business.
The revolutionary Speed-TEC technology offers paint shops significant benefits and increases their profitability.

More booth throughput.
Quicker drying times mean booth times can be cut drastically. So you’re able to paint more cars per day. That makes completing each job more efficient.

Lower investment.
No need to retrofit spray booths that are no longer able to reach temperatures of 60°C. Reduced drying times at 40°C or 20°C can potentially avoid the need for major investments.

Makes small repair jobs profitable.
Accelerated drying times make “smart repairs” economically more worthwhile.

Provide same-day repairs.
With fast-drying Speed-TEC fillers and clearcoats, you’re able to provide customers same-day premium repair services or complete a refinishing job in just a few hours.
Spies Hecker, one of the global refinish coating brands from Axalta Coating Systems, develops optimum and practical paint system solutions that can make bodyshop work easier and more efficient. With more than 135 years of success behind it, Spies Hecker’s high-quality product systems, customised service and targeted training demonstrate its partnership with the refinish industry. Based in Cologne, Germany, it is one of the world’s leading vehicle refinish brands, and is available in over 76 countries worldwide.

Spies Hecker – simply closer!

For more information, scan the QR code or visit our website:
www.spieshecker.co.uk/speed-tec